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Optimization-Based Design of Departure and
Arrival Routes in Terminal Maneuvering Area
J. Zhoua and S. Cafierib and D. Delahayec and M. Sbihid
ENAC, Université de Toulouse, F-31055, France

The efficient design of departure and arrival routes in the airspace surrounding
airports, called the Terminal Maneuvering Area (TMA), is crucial for increasing the
capacity of such areas, and thus alleviating congestion around airports caused by worldwide air traffic growth. In this paper, an efficient method of designing departure and
arrival routes in TMA is proposed, taking into account the configuration of the airport
and nearby environment, as well as related operational constraints, such as obstacle
avoidance and route separation. Each route is modeled in three dimensions (3D), and
consists of two components: a curve in the horizontal plane and a cone in the vertical
plane. A Branch and Bound (B&B)-based approach is developed, whose branching
strategies are tailored to how the obstacles are avoided. Routes are generated sequentially, and each route is initially built in isolation. If the route is found to be in conflict
with previously generated routes, it is perturbed locally around the conflict zones.
Numerical tests, performed on artificially generated problems and the TMA of Paris
Charles-de-Gaulle (CDG) airport, demonstrate that the proposed method is efficient
and could be embedded in a decision-aid tool for procedure design.

I.

Introduction

A Terminal Maneuvering Area (TMA) is an area surrounding one or more neighboring airports,
that is designed to handle aircraft arriving at and departing from such airports. Most airports
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have pre-designed routes to guide departures and arrivals, called Standard Instrument Departure
(SID) routes and Standard Terminal Arrival Routes (STAR). A SID is a flight route followed by an
aircraft from its take-off phase to the en-route phase. A STAR is a route which connects the last
en-route waypoint to the Initial Approach Fix (IAF). The route segment connecting the IAF to the
Final Approach Fix (FAF) is called the Initial Approach. After the FAF, the flight path is usually
specified by ground-based instruments. In the present work, a STAR refers to the section of the
route connecting a TMA entry point to a FAF. Currently, SIDs and STARs are designed manually
according to operational requirements [1] and airport layout. This kind of design is generally not
very efficient and is not designed to optimize any specific objective. Optimizing departure and
arrival procedures in TMA is crucial for regulating air traffic flows, whose continual growth [2]
can affect air traffic operations. The aim of this work is to automatically design SIDs and STARs
in three dimensions (3D), with the objective of minimizing the total route length while satisfying
various constraints, including obstacle avoidance and route separation. The routes are designed
to be suitable for a range of aircraft, since the specifications and capabilities of aircraft using the
routes can vary significantly. The proposed design is at a strategic level, thus only static obstacles
are taken into account.
Performance Based Navigation (PBN) is one of the key navigation concepts to enable future
airspace and traffic flow design [3]. It offers operational benefits such as enhanced safety and
increased efficiency. Required Navigation Performance (RNP), a typical way of navigating within
the PBN concept, is especially useful in complex airspaces such as TMAs, since it provides higher
design flexibility. Currently the RNP-1, a type of RNP with a specified performance level, enables the
Radius-to-Fix (RF) functionality, which can be applied in SID/STAR design. A RF leg is defined as
an arc with specified radius between two defined waypoints [4]. Route construction in our proposed
method is based on the RNP concept, in particular the RF functionality in SIDs/STARs.
The problem considered fits into the framework of path planning. More specifically, it is a route
design problem. In contrast to trajectory design, the routes to be designed are not associated with
any notion of time. The problem of path planning has been studied since the 1980s, especially
in the domain of robotics, e.g., [5, 6]. Recently, optimal flight path design has received increased
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attention, and a range of solution approaches have been proposed (nicely summarized in [7]). In
the following, several methods for optimal route design proposed in the literature are reviewed,
according to different points of view: designing in 2D vs. in 3D, one route design vs. multiple routes
design, exact design approach vs. heuristic design approach.
For 2D route design, a typical approach for computing the shortest path between two points
that avoids a fixed set of polygonal obstacles, is to use a Visibility Graph, introduced by LozanoPérez and Wesley in 1979 [8]. It has been proven that the 2D shortest path avoiding polygonal
obstacles is the shortest path on the corresponding Visibility Graph [8]. In the case when both
polygonal and curved obstacles are present, the notion of a Tangent Graph is introduced by Liu
and Arimoto in 1992 [9]. A Tangent Graph allows one to take into account obstacles in the form of
circular discs, such as in [10, 11]. In [11], the authors prove that the shortest path lies in a convex
hull of a few circular obstacles around the line segment connecting the start and end points. This
significantly reduces the size of the search space. In addition to graph-based methods, several other
approaches have been proposed for solving 2D optimal route design problems. For example, a Branch
and Bound (B&B) method that builds an optimal route avoiding circular obstacles is proposed in
[12]. The branching strategy is based on the decision to avoid an obstacle by turning clockwise
or counter-clockwise. In [13], the path planning problem in a TMA is solved using convex hull
generation combined with a Genetic Algorithm (GA). Again, the obstacles are avoided by turning
counter-clockwise or clockwise around their boundaries. In [14], a dynamic programming approach,
based on a variant of the Bellman-Ford method, is applied to compute an optimal turn-constrained
route in the presence of weather hazards. The generated route is in a polygonal form in 2D.
Optimal route design in 3D is more difficult than in 2D, since the vertical profile has to be taken
into account. One approach proposed in the literature is to extend the 2D visibility graph to 3D
with polyhedral obstacles [15, 16]. However, the problem becomes NP-hard in 3D [17], primarily
because the shortest path does not necessarily pass through the vertices of polyhedrons. Other
works have contributed to the 3D-route design in the aeronautical domain. In [18], two different
approaches are considered for designing routes connecting a pair of airports: an A* algorithm and
a GA. The horizontal route is only allowed to vary at the boundary of a TMA, thus it is polygonal
3

in shape. The associated vertical profile is specified by connecting fixed level flights using linear
climb or descent paths. In [19], the author designs airport terminal routes that avoid obstacles
using a modified A* algorithm. Other operational constraints are also considered (e.g., the need
for an aircraft to perform smooth turns). The vertical profile is in the form of a cone, bounded by
the minimum and maximum aircraft slopes. In [20], the departure and arrival routes are designed
using the Fast Marching Method with an obstacle avoidance constraint. However, the proposed
algorithm does not specifically deal with the take-off or descent slopes of aircraft. In [21], a B&B
method is used to design a 3D-route avoiding obstacles. The branching strategy is tailored to the
way the obstacles are avoided, namely turning clockwise or counter-clockwise, or imposing a level
flight below an obstacle.
The majority of the works cited above concern the design of a single route ([8–17, 21]). The main
difficulty when designing multiple routes is ensuring that distinct routes meet separation constraints,
which is particularly important from the Air Traffic Management (ATM) point of view. In order to
design multiple routes satisfying the separation criterion, some authors apply a sequential 1-againstn strategy where the routes are generated one after another according to a user-defined priority order
(for example according to the traffic load on each route). The previously constructed routes become
obstacles for the route under construction. For the sequential strategy, the quality of a solution
depends on the order in which routes are generated. In [18] and following works [22, 23], routes are
generated sequentially according to traffic load, and the route separation is realized through an A*
algorithm. The modified A* method proposed in [19] deals with route separation in a similar way.
In [20], a Simulated Annealing (SA) method is applied to optimize the order in which the routes are
generated. In [24], the design of STARs based on the RF functionality is considered, where routes
are generated sequentially and merged gradually to the runway. Some other works apply a global
strategy, where all routes are generated simultaneously in order to minimize a global cost associated
with the set of routes. For example in [18], a GA is applied to generate routes simultaneously and
the route sections involved in conflicts are penalized in the global cost. Similarly, in [25], a SA
algorithm is used to simultaneously generate multiple 3D-routes in TMA.
As the design of routes is generally achieved by minimizing or maximizing a given objective,
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the problem is naturally modeled as an optimization problem. Exact or heuristic methods can be
applied to find a solution. An exact approach guarantees an optimal solution, if such a solution
exists, but may be time-consuming for difficult problems. Two typical exact approaches based
on graph models, Dijkstra’s algorithm [26] and Bellman-Ford algorithm [27], are applied in the
previously cited works [11, 14]. Another widely used exact approach is the B&B method [28], which
is used to solve discrete and combinatorial optimization problems. Two applications of the B&B
method in the considered context are presented in [12, 21]. These exact methods are efficient for
the design of an individual route. However, the optimal design of multiple 3D-routes satisfying the
numerous constraints of TMAs (route separation, obstacle avoidance, noise abatement, etc.) is a
much more complex problem. One of the main difficulties is finding suitable analytic mathematical
expressions for some of the problem constraints, making exact methods difficult to apply. In contrast
to exact approaches, a heuristic approach seeks to produce good-quality but not necessarily optimal
solutions in reasonable computation time. Thus, heuristics are more commonly used for solving 3D
or multiple route design problems. The A* algorithm [29] is a widely used heuristic approach in
graph-based shortest path design problems. Several previously mentioned works apply the A* (or
modified A*) method, such as [9, 18, 19]. Meta-heuristics [30], including GA and SA, are also often
applied in the ATM domain, such as in [13, 18, 20, 25].

In the present paper, a method based on an exact approach is proposed to solve the problem
of designing multiple routes in a TMA. In contrast to previous work, where routes are usually
considered in 2D, our methodology deals with routes in 3D by taking into account the specific
aircraft take-off and landing slopes. Moreover, the most commonly used method to separate two
routes in the literature is to modify routes in the horizontal plane. The method proposed in this
paper extends previous approaches by also allowing modifications in the vertical plane. The obtained
routes are in compliance with the RNP concept, and can be regarded as preliminary guidelines for
manual design. In the proposed methodology, obstacle avoidance and route separation are considered
as the primary constraints. An obstacle is modeled as a cylinder in 3D. Each 3D-route consists of
a horizontal curve associated with a vertical cone. The horizontal curve is composed of a series
of arcs, used to avoid obstacles, and straight line segments that tangentially connect two arcs. In
5

the vertical plane, for each route a cone is designed and the possibility of imposing a level flight
below an obstacle is allowed. This is a potentially effective way of avoiding other flight paths, as it
enriches the space of possible maneuvers and corresponds to what is done in reality (for instance,
it is used on one STAR in Paris Roissy airport, see Sec .V). The problem of designing multiple
SIDs/STARs is modeled as an integer optimization problem. A simpler subproblem of designing a
single route avoiding obstacles is solved by B&B [21], where the branching strategies correspond to
the different ways of avoiding an obstacle. To address the design of multiple routes, a separation
constraint (3NM in the horizontal plane, or 1000ft in the vertical plane) between pairwise routes
must also be satisfied. Two routes are defined as in conflict when a loss of separation occurs. A
conflict detection technique is proposed to check pairwise conflicting routes. Moreover, a B&B-based
method is developed to sequentially build minimal-length routes that satisfy obstacle avoidance and
route separation constraints.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the routes and obstacles modeling.
Section III explains the approach used for generating a single route. Section IV presents the method
for solving the multiple route design problem. Section V presents some simulation results and, finally,
Sec. VI draws conclusions.
II.

Problem statement and mathematical model

In this study, the SIDs/STARs design in the TMA surrounding a single airport is considered.
The input data are presented in Tables 1 and 2. In the following, the route and obstacle modeling
as well as the constraints taken into account are presented.
Table 1

Input data related to airport configuration

the total number of obstacles to be avoided, M ∈ N
the total number of the available runways
the usage of each runway (take-off or landing)
the direction of take-off or landing on each runway
the coordinates and altitudes of thresholds and center for each runway
the coordinate and altitude of the corresponding FAF for a runway used for landing
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Table 2

Input data related to route design

the total number of routes to be built, N ∈ N
the start point Ai and starting altitude HAi for route i, i = 1, · · · , N
the end point Bi for route i, i = 1, · · · , N
traffic load on each route
minimum (maximum) take-off slope αmin,T O (αmax,T O )
minimum (maximum) landing slope αmin,LD (αmax,LD )
minimum (maximum) radius on a RF leg Rmin (Rmax )
maximum number of level flights on each route Nmax
minimum altitude of each level flight Hmin
minimum length of each level flight Lmin

A.

Obstacle and route modeling

The obstacles (together with their protection areas) are modeled as cylinders in 3D, whose
projections onto the horizontal plane are disks. Let M ∈ N be the number of cylinders. Each
cylinder Ωj , j = 1, · · · , M is defined by (Cj (xj , yj ), rj , zjinf , zjsup ), where Cj (xj , yj ) is the center
and rj is the radius of the top and the bottom of the cylinder; zjinf and zjsup are the altitude of
the lower and upper bases respectively.
Let N ∈ N be the total number of routes to be built. A 3D-route γi , i = 1, · · · , N is defined
by two elements: a curve γiH in the horizontal plane and a cone γiV in the vertical plane. The
horizontal curve γiH is designed in the form of a series of segments and arcs, motivated by the
fact that the shortest path among circular obstacles in the horizontal plane consists of segments
(tangentially connecting two obstacles) and arcs (lying on the border of obstacles) [9]. An example
is shown in Fig. 1a). The form of the horizontal curve both simplifies the route modeling, and
corresponds to the shape of SIDs/STARs under RNP. In particular, a segment defined by two
tangent points corresponds to a standard point-to-point leg in ATM and an arc defined by start and
end tangent points, turn center and radius, corresponds to a RF leg in ATM. The vertical cone γiV
is designed to contain all ascent (or descent) profiles of the aircraft flying on this route. The vertical
7

a)

b)

Fig. 1

c)

Examples of γiH and γiV .

a) Take-off profiles

Fig. 2

b) Landing profiles

Take-off and landing profiles in Paris CDG airport.

profile is a band enclosed by two piecewise linear continuous functions. Two examples are shown
in Figs. 1b), 1c), where the bands are represented by the shaded areas. More precisely, the slope
of each segment on the function corresponding to the lower bound is either αmin (on a climbing or
descending route section) or 0 (on a route section where the flight level is maintained). Similarly,
the slope of each segment on the function corresponding to the upper bound is either αmax or 0.
By abuse of language, this band is called a cone. The idea of taking a cone that contains all vertical
profiles is inspired by the behavior illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows some real take-off and landing
data at Paris Charles-de-Gaulle (CDG) airport. From the figure it can be seen clearly that in both
cases the vertical profiles are contained in a region defined by two straight lines. The variation in
vertical profile is mainly due to different aircraft mass and performance, and to the effect of the
wind.
In the horizontal plane, γiH connects a start point Ai (xAi , yAi ) to an end point Bi (xBi , yBi ). In
a SID case, the start point is at the midpoint of a runway threshold and the end point is an exit point
8

of a TMA. In a STAR case, for the simplicity of implementation, the route is built by considering
a FAF as start point and an entry point of TMA as end point. The FAF is usually aligned to the
central line of the corresponding runway, and aircraft follow specific guidance (Instrument Landing
System (ILS) as example) from the FAF to the runway threshold, thus the route section between
FAF and the runway threshold is not considered in this study. The horizontal route γiH is a smooth
map defined as:

γiH : [0, 1] → R2 ,

(1)

where γiH (0) = (xAi , yAi ) and γiH (1) = (xBi , yBi ). In the vertical plane, the start point Ai (xAi , yAi )
is associated with an altitude HAi , corresponding to the airport elevation in a SID case, and to the
altitude of the FAF in a STAR case. The vertical profile γiV is defined as:
[0, 1] → I R
γ iV :

(2)
t

→ [hiinf (di (t)), hisup (di (t))]

where I R defines the set of intervals of R, di (t) =

Rt
0

kγi0H (s)k2 ds is the flown distance until t in

the horizontal plane, [hiinf (di ), hisup (di )] is the interval defined by the cross section of the cone at
di , and γiV (0) = [HAi , HAi ]. Figure 1 illustrates how γiH is associated with γiV in the case of a
SID, where HAi = 0 and αmin,T O (respectively, αmax,T O ) is the minimum (respectively, maximum)
take-off slope of aircraft on this route.

B.

Decision variables

An obstacle is defined as active when it is touched by a route and must be avoided according to
one of the following maneuvers: turn counter-clockwise, turn clockwise or impose a level flight. For
a given route γi , each cylinder Ωj is associated with two decision variables sij and tij . The variable
sij defines whether Ωj is active or not with respect to the route γi :

sij =




 0, if Ωj not active

∀i = 1, · · · , N ; ∀j = 1, · · · , M,



 1, if Ωj active
while tij defines the way an active obstacle Ωj is avoided on route γi :
9

(3)

Fig. 3

tij =

Runway buffer obstacle.





0, if turn counter-clockwise




1, if turn clockwise






 2, if impose a level flight below obstacle Ωj

∀i = 1, · · · , N ; ∀j = 1, · · · , M.

(4)

Note that when an obstacle is not active (sij = 0), the value of tij is not applicable in the design.
The proposed decision variables are based on the available obstacle avoidance strategies and take
into account the considered route shape.
C.

Constraints

TMA is one of the most complex types of airspace; many constraints have to be satisfied. These
constraints fall into two main categories: operational constraints related to air traffic operations
(such as obstacle avoidance and route separation), and environmental constraints (such as noise
abatement). SIDs/STARs are designed to satisfy these constraints and to deal with the dense
traffic converging to and diverging from airports. The following constraints are considered.
Obstacle avoidance
This constraint is considered and handled through the choice of the decision variables.
Route separation
The standard separation norm between pairwise aircraft in a TMA is 3NM in the horizontal
plane or 1000ft in the vertical plane. Routes are designed to respect these separation criteria, as a
consequence, aircraft following two different routes are automatically separated.
Runway alignment
A SID must join a route section smoothly after a take-off leg and a STAR must go directly
to the corresponding runway before the FAF. To deal with the runway alignment constraint, the
10

notion of buffer obstacles is proposed, as shown in Fig. 3. Each route γi is associated with one
buffer obstacle Ωbi in a cylinder shape, defined by (Cbi (xbi , yb i ), rbi , zbiinf , zbisup , tΩb i ), where tΩbi
is the turn orientation on Ωbi and the other parameters are as defined in Sec. II A. The values of
these parameters are input data and ensure that the tangent segment connecting the buffer obstacle
and the start point is parallel to the corresponding runway, so that the designed route joins the
runway directly. A buffer obstacle is always active and the choice of its avoidance strategy is either
counter-clockwise turn or clockwise turn.
RF related constraints
The first constraint related to RF is the minimum turn radius Rmin . The turn radius depends
on the bank angle Φ and ground speed VGS [31, 32], and is calculated using the following equation:

R=

2
VGS
,
g · tan(Φ)

(5)

where g is the acceleration of gravity. According to Eq. (5), for a fixed value of VGS , the lowest
radius of a flyable RF leg is given by Rmin (VGS ) =

2
VGS
g·tan(Φmax ) ,

where Φmax is the maximum value

of the bank angle. Consequently, in order to ensure that a RF leg is flyable for all aircraft following
it, the radius of the RF leg has to be greater than Rmin =

2
VGS,max
g·tan(Φmax ) ,

where VGS,max is the

maximum ground speed in a TMA. Taking VGS,max = 400kt and Φmax = 25◦ (according to [33]),
the corresponding minimum radius Rmin is equal to 5NM. To satisfy the constraint on minimum
turn radius, a pre-processing is applied to the obstacles: for an obstacle with radius lower than
Rmin , its radius is increased to Rmin . Note that, as aircraft ground speed is very low near the
runway, the radius of a runway buffer obstacle may be lower than Rmin . In order to avoid a very
big turn, an upper bound on the RF leg radius is also imposed. Let Rmax be the largest radius
of a RF leg. According to [34], the value of Rmax is set to be 13NM. In our pre-processing, all
input obstacles are modeled as cylinders whose radius of lower and upper bases is lower than Rmax .
Another constraint related to RF is that RF legs must terminate at least 2NM prior to the FAF
[31].
Monotonicity of the vertical profile
The vertical profile for a SID should be monotonically ascending and for a STAR should be
11

monotonously descending. That is, for t1 , t2 ∈ [0, 1], if t1 ≤ t2 , Eq. (6) must be satisfied:
hiinf (t1 ) ≤ hiinf (t2 ), i = 1, · · · , N

(6)

hisup (t1 ) ≤ hisup (t2 ), i = 1, · · · , N.
Level flight related constraints
Since the changes in flight levels have an influence on the fuel consumption and CO2 emissions,
the number of level flights on each route is bounded above by Nmax , usually set to 2. For each route
γi :
m
X

max(tij − 1, 0) ≤ Nmax , i = 1, · · · , N.

(7)

j=1

Moreover, as the altitudes of imposed level flights have a direct impact on the noise pollution,
a minimum altitude Hmin for each level flight is defined. In practice, the following constraints
are imposed: for an obstacle Ωj , if zjinf < Hmin , then no level flight is allowed below it, therefore
∀i, tij ∈ {0, 1}. In particular, for the obstacles connecting to the ground (e.g., mountains, buildings),
no level flight is allowed below them. They are avoided only by horizontal turns. The obstacles
that can be avoided by level flight can be military areas and conflict zones between routes (to be
presented in Sec. IV). Finally, to ensure the passenger comfort, the length of each level flight should
not be too short, therefore a minimum length Lmin for each level flight is required.

D.

Objective function

To define our objective function, let us first define, for each route γi , a weighted sum Lγi of two
terms: the length of the horizontal curve γiH and the total length of level flights. More precisely:
Z
Lγi = c1
0

1


kγi0H (t)k2 dt + c2 `iLF ,

(8)

where `iLF is the length of route sections corresponding to level flights projected onto the horizontal
plane. The coefficients c1 and c2 are penalty parameters, whose values are user-defined and depend
on the weight associated with the corresponding term. The objective is to minimize the sum of
Lγi , i = 1, · · · , N :
L=

N
X
i=1

12

Lγi

(9)

In summary, the optimization problem (P) is:


P

 min L = N

i=1 Lγi






 s.t. obstacle avoidance








route separation




(P)
runway alignment







RF related constraints








monotonicity for the vertical profile








level flights related constraints

(10)

This is a combinatorial optimization problem as the decision variables take integer values. The
numerous constraints to be considered make the SIDs/STARs design a very complex problem.
Therefore, in Sec. III the simpler subproblem of designing a single optimal route is considered. The
proposed solution approach for the design of multiple routes is presented in Sec. IV.
III.

Designing one route

The strategy proposed in [21] is used to design an individual route γi avoiding obstacles in TMA
in an optimal way. Note that all of the constraints presented in Sec. II C, except route separation,
are considered. This is the basis of our proposed solution approach to build multiple routes, where
the constraint of route separation is considered additionally. To design a single optimal route, a
B&B method is applied. This is inspired by the approach presented in [12], where a path planning
problem avoiding circular obstacles is studied in 2D. A branching strategy is proposed, where, for
each obstacle, two branches are created depending on whether an obstacle is avoided by turning
clockwise or counter-clockwise. This branching strategy is extended to also allow obstacles to be
avoided by imposing a level flight below the obstacle. Our branching strategy is illustrated in Fig. 4.
More precisely, in order to branch on an obstacle Ωij , it is first set as active (sij = 1) or not (sij = 0);
when it is active, three branches are developed in order to account for the 3 possibilities of avoiding
it: counter-clockwise (tij = 0), clockwise (tij = 1) or imposing a level flight (tij = 2), as illustrated
in Fig. 5. More precisely, the counter-clockwise and clockwise turn avoid the obstacle along its
border (Figs 5a), 5b)), and the level flight is imposed under the lower basis of the obstacle (Fig 5c)).
Let SP be a subproblem in B&B for the generation of γi , where only some of the values of
13

Fig. 4

Branch and Bound Branching Strategy.

a) (sij , tij ) = (1, 0), 2D View b) (sij , tij ) = (1, 1), 2D View c) (sij , tij ) = (1, 2), 3D View

Fig. 5

The routes associated with different values of the decision variables.

the decision variables are instantiated ({(sij , tij )}j∈J , J ⊂ {1, · · · , M }). The values of the decision
variables that are not yet determined are set as non-active ({(sij = 0)}j∈{1,··· ,M }\J ). A route
γSP corresponding to these values is first computed (following the procedure explained later). If
γSP avoids an active obstacle by an arc with a central angle larger than 180◦ , a new route γ̃SP is
computed, by setting the concerned obstacle as non-active. The lower bound corresponding to SP ,
denoted as LBSP , is computed by:

Z
LBSP = c1
0

1
0
kγ̃SP
(t)k2
H


dt + c2 Lmin

M
X

max(tij − 1, 0)

(11)

j=1

where γ̃SP H is the horizontal profile of γ̃SP , and tij , j = 1, · · · , M are related to the choices of the
obstacle avoidance strategies in SP . The obtained lower bound is used to identify whether a branch
requires further exploration. The pseudo-code of the B&B method for generating a single optimal
route γi , i ∈ {1, · · · , N } is presented in Algorithm 1.
14

Algorithm 1 Generation of a single route using B&B
Require: start and end points (Ai , Bi ), the altitude of the start point HAi , buffer obstacle Ωbi , obstacles
Ωj , j = 1, · · · , M
1: Initialize: subproblems list SP L = ∅, current best length LCB = +∞
2: Build the direct route connecting Ai and Bi , denoted as γi0
3: if γi0 satisfies all constraints then
4:

γi0 is the optimal route, γi := γi0 , LCB := Lγ 0
i

5: else
6:

Develop new branches according to Fig. 4, add them to SP L

7: end if
8: while SP L 6= ∅ do
9:

Select 1 subproblem SP ({(sij , tij )}j∈J , J ⊂ {1, · · · , M }) in SP L and remove it from SP L

10:

Build the corresponding horizontal curves γSPH and γ̃SPH

11:

Build the corresponding vertical cones γSPV

12:

Compute the lower bound LBSP according to Eq. (11)

13:

if LBSP < LCB then

14:

if γSP satisfies all constraints and γSP is touched by all active obstacles then

15:

Compute LγSP according to Eq. (8)

16:

if LγSP < LCB then
γi := γSP , LCB := LγSP

17:

else if SP has remaining obstacle to be branched on then

18:

Develop new branches according to Fig. 4, add them to SP L

19:

end if

20:
21:

else if SP has remaining obstacle to be branched on then
Develop new branches according to Fig. 4, add them to SP L

22:
23:
24:

end if
end if

25: end while
26: return γi and LCB

Given the values of {(sij , tij )}j∈J , J ⊂ {1, · · · , M }, the corresponding horizontal curve γiJH
depends on the subset J. For simplicity, the index J is omitted and the route is denoted by γiH .
15

a)

Fig. 6

b)

c)

Different scenarios for connecting tangent points. In the notations [ti,k ] and

[ti,k , ti,k+1 ], ti,k indicates the turn direction to avoid obstacle Ωk on route γi .

The route is built in the following way. First, the active obstacles (excluding the buffer obstacle)
avoided by a turn (tij = 0 or 1), are numbered in increasing order of length(Ai , P roj(Ai Bi ) Cj ),
where P roj(Ai Bi ) Cj is the projection of Cj (the center of the two bases of obstacle Ωj ) onto the line
(Ai Bi ). Next, the horizontal curve γiH is computed by tangentially connecting, the buffer obstacle
and successive active (sij = 1) obstacles which are associated with counter-clockwise (tij = 0)
or clockwise (tij = 1) turns, following the order determined above. The alternative scenarios for
connecting tangent points are illustrated in Fig. 6.
After obtaining γiH , the associated vertical profile γiV is in the form of a cone bounded by two
straight line segments whose slopes are αmin,T O , αmax,T O in a SID case (respectively, αmin,LD ,
αmax,LD in a STAR case) (Fig. 1). For an active obstacle Ωj with tij = 2, before imposing a
level flight, we check whether the cone intersects Ωj both in the horizontal and vertical plane. We
first check the intersection in the horizontal plane, as shown in Fig.7. The length of route sections
from Ai to the two intersection points are denoted as d1 and d2 . When an intersection exists in
the horizontal plane, we continue to check in the vertical plane whether the cone intersects Ωj . If
neither of the two conditions:
hiinf (d1 ) ≥ zjsup

(Fig. 8a))

hisup (d2 ) ≤ zjinf

(Fig. 8b))

(12)

is satisfied, then the vertical intersection exists. If intersection occurs in both the horizontal and
the vertical planes, then the corresponding level flight is imposed under the obstacle. Moreover,
the vertical profiles of the lower and the upper bounds are computed separately. For each bound,
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Checking intersection between γiH and Ωj in the horizontal plane.

Fig. 7

a) Checking intersection at d1

Fig. 8

b) Checking intersection at d2

Checking intersection between γiV and Ωj in the vertical plane.

the level flight starts at the point where the altitude reaches zjinf , and ends at the point where the
corresponding length in the horizontal plane is d2 . Afterwards, the vertical profiles of the upper and
the lower bounds continue to increase with the slopes αmax and αmin respectively. Note that if an
active obstacle with tij = 2 is not intersected by the cone associated with the horizontal route, then
the corresponding level flight cannot be imposed. In such a case, the route is infeasible regarding
our definition of “active obstacle”.

IV.

Designing multiple routes

To design N conflict-free routes avoiding obstacles, where a conflict between two routes is
defined as a violation of the minimum separation (3NM in the horizontal plane, or 1000ft in the
vertical plane), a sequential 1-against-n approach is proposed, based on the B&B method presented
in Sec. III. Routes are generated sequentially in decreasing order of their traffic load. Previously
built routes become obstacles for new routes. Note that, ordering the routes by traffic load provides
better chance of finding near-optimal solutions, but does not guarantee optimality.
Each new route is initially generated using the B&B method proposed in Sec. III. Pairwise
conflicts are then detected between the new and the previously generated routes. The method used
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for conflict detection is presented in Sec. IV A. The detected conflicts are clustered into groups.
Each group of conflicts is associated with a fictitious obstacle, modeled as a cylinder as in Sec.
II A. The method used to cluster conflicts and create the fictitious obstacles is described in Sec.
IV B. In the case when more than one group of conflicts exist, the corresponding fictitious obstacles
are ordered according to their projection lengths onto the line connecting the start and end points
of the route, as explained in Sec. III. In order to solve the conflict corresponding to the first
fictitious obstacle Ωf (Cf (xf , yf ), rf , zfinf , zfsup ), the natural solution is to perturb the considered
route locally around this conflict zone. Again, three possible perturbations are proposed: turning
counter-clockwise, turning clockwise, or imposing a level flight. Afterwards, the remaining route
section is built by re-applying B&B, and then applying the conflict detection technique and route
perturbation method to the newly generated section of the route. Thus, the new route is built
progressively, and each of its sections is perturbed based on the optimal route structure given by
the B&B method. Note that a conflict is not guaranteed to be solved by one of the available route
perturbation strategies. It may happen that there are not enough degrees of freedom available
to be able to solve the conflict. In this case, the proposed algorithm provides information on the
unsolved conflict and on the length of involved route sections. A pseudo-code of the proposed B&Bbased sequential approach is presented in Algorithm 2. The following subsections describe the key
intermediate steps.

A.

Conflict detection

In steps 6 and 15 of Algorithm 2, a conflict detection technique is applied on pairs of routes.
Detecting conflicts between 3D-routes, especially when the vertical profiles are cones instead of
curves, is not an easy problem. A two-steps scheme is proposed to deal with this problem. First, a
check is performed in the horizontal plane, to see if any pairwise routes violate the 3NM separation.
Then, for the route sections found to be in violation of horizontal separation constraint, a check
is performed in the vertical plane, to see if they violate the 1000ft separation. If a route section
violates both horizontal and vertical separation constraints, then it is in conflict.
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Algorithm 2 Generation of multiple routes using the B&B-based approach
Require: routes start and end points, altitudes of the corresponding start points, and the associated buffer
obstacles {(Ai , Bi ), HAi , Ωbi |i = 1, · · · , N } (classified in an increasing order of traffic load), obstacles
{Ωj |j = 1, · · · , M }
1: Initialize: list of optimal routes list = ∅
2: Apply B&B to generate the optimal route γ1 connecting (A1 , B1 )

. call Algorithm 1((A1 ,B1 ), HAi ,

Ωb1 , {Ωj |j = 1, · · · , M })
3: Add γ1 to list
4: for i=2 to N do
5:

Apply B&B to generate an initial route γi0 connecting (Ai , Bi ) . call Algorithm 1(A1 ,B1 ), HAi Ωbi ,
{Ωj |j = 1, · · · , M })

6:

Detect pairwise conflicts between γi0 and routes in list

7:

if no conflict detected then

8:
9:

Set γi := γi0 , add γi to list
else

10:

Set the current route γicur := γi0

11:

while conflict detected do

12:

Cluster conflicts and associate a fictitious obstacle with each cluster

13:

Order the fictitious obstacles with respect to (Ai , Bi ) in the same way as in Sec. III

14:

Perturb γicur locally around the conflict zone corresponding to the first fictitious obstacle Ωf
. call Algorithm 3(γicur , Ωf , {Ωj |j = 1, · · · , M }, list)
Detect pairwise conflicts between the remaining route section after the last perturbation on

15:

γicur and routes in list
16:

end while

17:

Apply the post-processing technique on γicur

18:

Set γi := γicur , add γi to list

19:

end if

20: end for
21: return list

Horizontal detection
Route projections in the horizontal plane γiH , i = 1, · · · , N are in the form of 2D-curves. A
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2D-grid is used to cover all the horizontal curves. The idea of using a 2D-grid for conflict detection
has been applied in [35]. The dimension of a cell on the 2D-grid is 3NM×3NM, as defined by the
horizontal separation norm. Each cell is identified by two indices (Ix , Iy ), where Ix is the index on
the x-axis and Iy is the index on the y-axis, Ix , Iy ∈ N.
Each horizontal curve is discretized by using a discretization step δt. In order to guarantee
that in each cell occupied by a curve there is at least one discretization point taken on that curve
in that cell, a post-processing to add discretization points is applied. Let 0 = ti0 < ti1 < ti2 <
· · · < tiNi = 1 be a subdivision of [0, 1]. Each tik corresponds to a discretization point Pi,k on
curve γiH , where Pi,k = γiH (tik ). A curve section is defined as the section of a curve between two
successive discretization points. Let Pi,k and Pi,k+1 be two successive discretization points on curve
γiH , then the curve section between Pi,k and Pi,k+1 is denoted by γik,k+1 . An illustration of curve
discretization on a 2D-grid is presented in Fig. 9a).
A horizontal conflict occurs when the minimum distance between two curve sections (in the
form of arc or segment) on two different curves is less than 3NM. This minimum distance is computed analytically. For γiH , the horizontal conflict is detected by successively considering the cells
occupied by its curve sections. For each occupied cell, instead of checking the whole grid, only
the neighboring non-empty cells are checked, since the horizontal conflict with other curves only
occurs in the same or neighboring cells. In such a way, the efficiency of conflict detection is improved. More precisely, suppose that Pi,k (respectively, Pi,k+1 ) is located in cell (Ix i,k , Iy i,k ) (respectively, (Ix i,k+1 , Iy i,k+1 )). Then the neighboring cells where potential horizontal conflict may
occur are {(Ix , Iy )| min(Ix i,k , Ix i,k+1 ) − 1 ≤ Ix ≤ max(Ix i,k , Ix i,k+1 ) + 1, min(Iy i,k , Iy i,k+1 ) − 1 ≤
Iy ≤ max(Iy i,k , Iy i,k+1 ) + 1}.
For example, consider the curve γ1H in Fig. 9a). The discretization points on this curve are
P1,k , k = 1, · · · , 9. The first curve section on γ1H is γ11,2 . Both points are in cell (2, 6). Thus the
neighboring cells are {(Ix , Iy )|1 ≤ Ix ≤ 3, 5 ≤ Iy ≤ 7}. When considering the curve section between
points P1,7 (in cell (4, 3)) and P1,8 (in cell (5, 2)), the neighboring cells are {(Ix , Iy )|3 ≤ Ix ≤ 6, 1 ≤
Iy ≤ 4}. Figure 9b) presents an example of horizontal conflict detection. Curve γ2H is discretized by
points P2,k , k = 1, · · · , 9. Considering the curve section γ11,2 , all the neighboring cells are checked,
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a) Horizontal curve discretization

Fig. 9

b) Horizontal conflict detection

An example of horizontal conflict detection.

and three discretization points (P2,4 , P2,5 , P2,6 ) on γ2H are found. In order to determine whether a
horizontal conflict exists, the pairwise minimum distance between γ11,2 and γ23,4 (respectively, γ24,5 ,
γ25,6 , γ26,7 ) are measured. By repeating this operation along γ1H , all the curve sections on γ1H that
violate the horizontal separation constraint are found.
Vertical detection
i,k
If a horizontal conflict is detected, a further check in the vertical plane is needed. Denote Hinf
i,k
) the lower (upper) bound of the cross section in the vertical plane at discretization point Pi,k
(Hsup
i,k
i,k
on route γi , where Hinf
= hisup (tik ). Suppose that two curve sections, γik,k+1
= hiinf (tik ) and Hsup

and γi0l,l+1 , on curves γiH and γi0H respectively (i 6= i0 ) have a horizontal conflict. These two curve
sections are in vertical conflict when neither of the following conditions is satisfied:


 0

i,k
i,k+1
i ,l
i0 ,l+1
min Hinf
, Hinf
− max Hsup
, Hsup
> 1000ft
 0


i ,l
i0 ,l+1
i,k
i,k+1
> 1000ft
min Hinf
, Hinf
− max Hsup
, Hsup

(13)

If one of these conditions is satisfied, which implies that two curve sections are separated vertically
at their extremities, then they are separated along the sections. This is because the vertical profiles
are monotonically increasing. Even though this detection method brings an additional margin in
the separation, it has the advantage of being simple to implement. Finally, if two curve sections
violate both horizontal and vertical separation constraints, they are in conflict.
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a) Illustration in the horizontal plane

Fig. 10

B.

b) Illustration in 3D

An example of clustering conflict cells and creating fictitious obstacles.

Clustering conflicts and creating fictitious obstacles

After detecting pairwise conflicts between the current route and previously generated routes,
each conflict zone is associated with a cylinder-shaped fictitious obstacle (step 12 in Algorithm 2),
modeled using the method presented in Sec. II A. In order to generate fictitious obstacles, a conflict
cell is defined as a cell containing at least one conflicting curve section on the current route. The
minimum and maximum altitudes associated with a conflict cell (Ix , Iy ) are denoted as zinf (Ix , Iy )
and zsup (Ix , Iy ) respectively. Let I ⊂ {1, · · · , N } be the subset denoting the indices of the previously
generated routes, and let {γik,k+1 |k ∈ Ki , Ki ⊂ {0, · · · , Ni }, i ∈ I} be the set of curve sections in
conflict with the current route in cell (Ix , Iy ). Then zinf (Ix , Iy ) and zsup (Ix , Iy ) can be computed:
i,k
zinf (Ix , Iy ) = min{Hinf
|k ∈ Ki , i ∈ I}

(14)

i,k
zsup (Ix , Iy ) = max{Hsup
|k ∈ Ki , i ∈ I}

(15)

Hence, the geometries related to the conflicting route sections are transferred to the geometries
of the corresponding conflict cells. Afterwards, the conflict cells are clustered into groups in such
a way that two adjacent conflict cells are in the same group. Two cells (Ixk , Iyk ) and (Ixl , Iyl ) are
adjacent when |Ixk − Ixl | ≤ 1 and |Iyk − Iyl | ≤ 1. Each group of conflict cells is associated with a
fictitious obstacle, which is the smallest cylinder containing them. The altitude of the lower (upper)
basis of the cylinder is the minimum (maximum) altitude associated with the conflict cells in the
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corresponding group, as defined in Eq. (14) and Eq. (15). An example is illustrated in Fig. 10.
C.

Perturbing γicur

Algorithm 3 Route perturbation
Require: the current route γicur , the first fictitious obstacle in the ordered list Ωf , obstacles {Ωj |j =
1, · · · , M }, the list of previously generated routes list
1: Re-generate the portion of route γicur involved in the conflict by perturbing it clockwise and counter-

clockwise ⇒ obtain γicw and γiccw
2: if both γiccw and γicw solve the corresponding conflict then
3:

Set γicur equals to the one with the shorter length

4: else if only one of γiccw and γicw solves the corresponding conflict then
5:

Set γicur equals to the one that solves the corresponding conflict

6: else
7:

Re-generate the portion of route γicur involved in conflict by imposing a level flight ⇒ obtain γilf

8:

if γilf solves the corresponding conflict then
Set γicur := γilf

9:
10:

else
Set γicur equals to the one among γiccw , γicw and γilf which has the minimum length involved in

11:

conflict on the perturbed portion of route
12:

end if

13: end if
14: return γicur

If one or more fictitious obstacles are generated in step 12 in Algorithm 2, implying that the
current route is involved in at least one conflict zone, a route is locally perturbed around the
conflict zone corresponding to the first fictitious obstacle Ωf (Cf (xf , yf ), rf , zfinf , zfsup ) (step 14 in
Algorithm 2). A fictitious obstacle is associated with two decision variables, sij and tij . When a
fictitious obstacle is active (sij = 1), it can be avoided by three strategies: turn counter-clockwise
(tij = 0), turn clockwise (tij = 1) and impose a level flight (tij = 2). Since the Continuous Climb
Operations (CCO) and Continuous Descent Operations (CDO) are preferred in TMAs, in our route
perturbation strategies horizontal perturbation has a priority over a vertical perturbation. If the
horizontal perturbation is able to solve the considered conflict, then there is no need to try the
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vertical perturbation. A pseudo-code of the route perturbation is presented in Algorithm 3. In the
following, the different route perturbation strategies are presented in more detail.

1.

Perturbing a route by counter-clockwise and clockwise turns

In the case of avoiding a fictitious obstacle by a turn (tij = 0 or 1), the perturbed route
must be both smooth and flyable, as well as close to the current route γicur . Indeed, in the route
perturbation process, the aim is not only to reduce conflicts, but also to keep the perturbed route as
close as possible to the optimal route generated by B&B. To meet these objectives, for each fictitious
obstacle, four smoothing obstacles tangent to both the considered fictitious obstacle and γicur are
generated. The radius of the smoothing obstacles rs (rs ≥ Rmin ) is a user-defined parameter and
it is the same for all smoothing obstacles. Figure 11 illustrates the four smoothing obstacles given
γicur and a fictitious obstacle.
Let γiccw and γicw denote the new routes obtained by perturbing the portion of route γicur
involved in a conflict counter-clockwise and clockwise respectively. When the counter-clockwise
avoidance strategy is chosen, smoothing obstacles 1 and 3 are taken to build γiccw and the turn
direction on both smoothing obstacles is clockwise, as shown in Fig. 12a). The point Bi0 is the
tangent point of γicur and smoothing obstacle 3. The partially perturbed route γiccw,par between the
start point Ai and point Bi0 is built in the following way:
• First, set Ai and Bi0 as the start and end points of γiccw,par respectively.
• Second, create a list of obstacles, containing all the active obstacles when building γicur
• Third, add the fictitious obstacle Ωf to the list of obstacles and order the obstacles in the list
according to their projection length to the line (Ai Bi0 ), as described in Sec. III.
• Then, for obstacles whose order index is lower than that of Ωf , keep them as active and keep
their avoidance strategies; for obstacles whose order index is higher than that of Ωf , set them
as not-considered.
• If an active real obstacle is avoided by a turn and it is intersected with the fictitious obstacle,
also set it as not-considered.
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Fig. 11

Configuration of the smoothing obstacles

a) Turn counter-clockwise around the

b) Turn clockwise around the fictitious

fictitious obstacle

obstacle

Fig. 12

Route perturbation in the horizontal plane.

• Add smoothing obstacle 1 and 3 before and after the fictitious obstacle respectively.

• Finally, build the route in the same way as presented in Sec. III.
After the partial route has been constructed, pairwise conflicts are detected between γiccw,par
and previously generated routes. If any residual conflict is detected, the radius of the fictitious
obstacle is iteratively increased by a user-defined value δR , until the conflict is solved or the radius
reaches the maximum radius Rmax . In the case when the radius of the fictitious obstacle reaches
Rmax and a residual conflict still exists, γiccw,par is set to be the perturbed route portion satisfying
all constraints except route separation and with the smallest length involved in conflicts obtained
in the various iterations.
To complete the perturbed route γiccw (i.e. build the route section between Bi0 and Bi ), a list of
obstacles is created, including all the real obstacles as well as the fictitious and smoothing obstacles
created when perturbing the route. Then, in order to keep the perturbed route section between Ai
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and Bi0 unchanged in B&B, the indices of the obstacles as well as the values of the decision variables
considered when building γiccw,par are not changed. Afterwards, the other obstacles not-considered
when building γiccw,par are ordered according to their projection length on the line (Ai Bi ). To build
the remaining part of the route, the values of the decision variables for the non-active obstacles
are determined in B&B. In the case when the clockwise avoidance strategy is chosen, smoothing
obstacles 2 and 4 are taken to build γicw,par and their turn direction is counter-clockwise, as presented
in Fig. 12b). The approach for building γicw is similar to the one for building γiccw .

2.

Perturbing a route by imposing a level flight

In the case of avoiding fictitious obstacles by imposing a level flight (tij = 2), there are two
different scenarios, depending on the relative position between the fictitious obstacle and γicur . Each
fictitious obstacle has two intersections with γicur in the horizontal plane, since the corresponding
conflict zone is located around γicur . Denote the intersection closer to Bi as Bi0 .
The first case occurs when Bi0 is located on an arc of γicur , as shown in Fig. 13a). Then the
partially perturbed route γilf,par connecting Ai and Bi0 is built in the following way:
• First, set Ai and Bi0 as the start and end points of γilf,par respectively.
• Second, create a list of obstacles, consisting of all the active obstacles when building γicur
• Then, add the fictitious obstacle to the list of obstacles and order them according to their
projection length to line (Ai Bi0 ).
• For the obstacles in the list whose order index is lower than that of the obstacle where the second intersection point is lying on (including the obstacle itself), keep their avoidance strategies;
for the other obstacles, set them as not-considered.

• Finally, build the route in the same way as presented in Sec. III.
The second case occurs when Bi0 is located on a segment of γicur . To maintain the horizontal
form of the perturbed route, two smoothing obstacles are added, which are tangent to both the
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a) Case 1: the second intersection point is

b) Case 2: the second intersection point is

located on an arc

located on a segment

Fig. 13

Route perturbation in the vertical plane.

fictitious obstacle and the line that the segment is lying on, as shown in Fig. 13b). Then the
partially perturbed route γilf,par connecting Ai and Bi0 is built in the following way:
• First, set Ai and Bi0 as the start and end points of γilf,par .
• Second, create a list of obstacles, consisting of all the active obstacles when building γicur
• Then, add the fictitious obstacle to the list of obstacles and order them according to their
projection length to line (Ai Bi0 ).
• For the obstacles whose order index is lower than that of the fictitious obstacle, keep their
avoidance strategies; for the other obstacles, set them as not-considered.
• Finally, build the route in the same way as presented in Sec. III.
After building γilf,par , pairwise conflicts are detected between γilf,par and the previous routes. If
any residual conflict is detected, the altitude of the lower basis of the fictitious obstacle is iteratively
decreased by a user-defined value δH , until the conflict is solved or the altitude of the lower basis
reaches Hmin . In the case when the altitude of the lower basis of the fictitious obstacle reaches
Hmin and a residual conflict still exists, γilf,par is set to be the perturbed route portion satisfying
all constraints except route separation, and with the smallest length involved in conflicts obtained
in the iterations.
To complete the route section between Bi0 and Bi , a list of obstacles is created, including all the
real obstacles as well as the fictitious and smoothing obstacles created when perturbing the route.
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These obstacles are then ordered according to their projection length on the line (Ai Bi ). In order
to keep the form of γilf,par unchanged, the values of the decision variables for the obstacles whose
order index is lower than that of the fictitious obstacle (including the fictitious obstacle itself) are
kept. Afterwards, the methods for completing the remaining route section in the first case (the
second intersection point is located on an arc) and in the second case (the second intersection point
is located on a segment) are slightly different.

• In the first case, the values of the decision variables of the obstacle where the second intersection point is located is kept. The values of the decision variables for the other obstacles are
determined in the modified-B&B method.

• In the second case, the values of the decision variables for the other obstacles (including the
two smoothing obstacles) are determined in the modified-B&B method. Meanwhile, only
counter-clockwise turn is allowed on smoothing obstacle 1 when it is active and only clockwise
turn is allowed on smoothing obstacle 2 when it is active.

D.

Post-processing technique (step 17 in Algorithm 2)

In the route perturbation process, each horizontal perturbation is realized by sequentially avoiding a smoothing obstacle, a fictitious obstacle and a second smoothing obstacle, as shown in Fig. 12.
Thus the perturbed route section is composed by three successive arcs lying on the three obstacles.
This kind of curve is flyable in reality, since a RF leg can join to another RF leg with an opposite
turn direction and a different radius [3]. However, in order to simplify the operation for pilots, a
post-processing technique on γicur is proposed. For a real SID/STAR, a horizontal perturbation
occurs to avoid an obstacle or to avoid another route, afterwards the route usually connects directly
to the next route section. Thus, in a SID (respectively, STAR) case, for each horizontal route perturbation, the second (respectively, first) smoothing obstacle is set as non-active and the values of
the decision variables for the other obstacles are preserved and the route γicur is re-built. If no more
conflict with the previously generated routes is induced by the post-processing, then the new γicur
is accepted.
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V.

Simulation results

In this section some numerical results on the design of multiple routes are presented. The
proposed methodology is first tested on an artificially generated problem. Then the design of 15
routes in the Paris CDG airport is presented. A comparison of the designed routes with the standard
routes published in Jeppesen charts [36] is also presented. The coordinates are given in a Cartesian
Coordinate System where the center is (47◦ N, 0◦ E). Tests were run on a Linux platform with a
2.4 GHz processor and 8 GB RAM. The input data, common to all the presented tests, are given
in Table 3.
Table 3

Common input data

taking-off slopes αmin,T O = 7% (∼ 4◦ ), αmax,T O = 11% (∼ 6.3◦ )
landing slopes αmin,LD = 1.6% (∼ 0.92◦ ), αmax,LD = 4.2% (∼ 2.4◦ )
minimum and maximum radius of a RF leg Rmin = 5NM and Rmax = 13NM
maximum number of level flights on each route Nmax = 2
minimum altitude of each level flight Hmin = 3500ft
minimum length of each level flight Lmin = 5NM
discretization step on the horizontal curves δt = 0.01
radius of smoothing obstacles rs = 5NM
fictitious obstacle radius increment δR = 1NM
fictitious obstacle lower basis altitude decrement δH = 1000ft
weight coefficient c1 = 1, c2 = 0

A.

Test 1, generation of 2 SIDs and 3 STARs (N = 5)

The results of tests carried out on an artificially generated problem are presented first. The
routes to be built are denoted γi , i = 1 · · · , 5, where γ1 and γ2 are SIDs, and γ3 , γ4 and γ5 are
STARs. The routes are generated sequentially according to the increasing order of their indices i.
Case 1: 0 obstacles (N = 5, M = 0)
First, consider the case when there are no obstacles. The simulation result is presented in Fig. 14.
Since there are no obstacles, route γ1 , which is generated first, takes the form of a straight line
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segment. Next, γ2 is generated. It is perturbed clockwise to pass above γ1 (Fig. 14b)). Afterwards,
γ3 is computed. It is perturbed counter-clockwise to avoid the conflict with γ1 (it consequently
passes below γ1 (Fig. 14c))). Next, route γ4 is generated. As it is in conflict with γ3 , and no
perturbation in the horizontal plane is able to solve this conflict, a level flight is imposed to let γ4
pass below γ3 . An illustration of the level flight on γ4 in the vertical plane is shown in Fig. 14e).
Another conflict occurs when γ4 meets γ1 , thus a clockwise perturbation is executed on the route
section that follows the level flight on γ4 (Fig. 14d)). Finally, γ5 is generated and two successive
perturbations are performed to avoid the conflict with γ2 and with γ3 respectively. The proposed
B&B-based approach solves all conflicts with a total simulation time of 2s.

Case 2: 9 obstacles (N = 5, M = 9)

In this case, 9 obstacles are added to the previous configuration (case 1), to test our approach
in a more complex situation. With the presence of obstacles, the space for route perturbation
is reduced, thus the complexity of the problem is increased. The simulation result is presented
in Fig. 15. The layout of the obstacles, as well as the optimal routes obtained are presented in
Fig. 15a). Figure 15b) shows that both γ1 and γ2 circumnavigate the obstacles before they meet
each other due to obstacle avoidance. When their paths cross, their altitudes are not the same as
in case 1. Thus, route γ2 is perturbed clockwise with a bigger turn radius compared to case 1. Due
to the presence of obstacles, the γ3 generated is also different to that generated in case 1. As the
shapes of γ1 and γ2 are also changed, no conflict occurs between γ3 and γ1 , nor between γ3 and γ2 .
Next, route γ4 requires a longer level flight compared to case 1, so that it passes below both γ3 and
γ1 . The profile of γ4 in the vertical plane is illustrated in Fig. 15e). Note that, in case 1, γ4 avoids γ1
by a clockwise turn, however this is not possible here, since the clockwise perturbation intersects an
obstacle. Finally, γ5 is generated and consists of two successive horizontal perturbations, as shown
in Fig. 15f). Its shape is different from the one in case 1 (Fig. 14f)), since the post-processing in
case 2 does not provide a better solution. The proposed B&B-based approach solves all conflicts
with a total computing time of 1.1s.
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a) Optimal routes illustration

b) Perturbation of γ2

c) Perturbation of γ3

d) Perturbation of γ4

e) Perturbation of γ4 (in the vertical plane) f ) Perturbation of γ5

Fig. 14

Test 1: case 1, N = 5, M = 0, simulation results (runway buffer obstacles are

striped, fictitious obstacles are in dark gray, and smoothing obstacles are in light gray.

B.

Test 2, generation of multiple routes in the TMA of Paris CDG airport

The proposed methodology is now tested on the design of multiple routes in a real TMA, namely
the TMA of Paris CDG airport. The radar data of real traffic in this TMA during one day are used.
The simulation result is then compared with the standard published SIDs and STARs.
Input data
CDG airport has four parallel runways, as shown in Fig. 16a), where the numbering of the 8
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a) Optimal routes illustration

b) Perturbation of γ2

c) Perturbation of γ3

d) Perturbation of γ4

e) Perturbation of γ4 (in the vertical plane) f ) Perturbation of γ5

Fig. 15

Test 1: case 2, N = 5, M = 9, simulation results (runway buffer obstacles are

striped, fictitious obstacles are in dark gray, and smoothing obstacles are in light gray.

thresholds (two thresholds per runway) is also illustrated. In general, two runways are used for
take-off and the other two are used for landing. The radar data used for testing correspond to a day
when the runway thresholds used for take-off (respectively, landing) are 09R and 08L (respectively,
27R and 26L). The same thresholds are used in our simulation.
The radar data used are illustrated in Fig. 17, where the real traffic arriving at and departing
from Paris CDG airport during one day are presented. The light gray areas represent departure
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a) Four parallel runways

Fig. 16

b) Buffer obstacles and a real obstacle

Paris CDG airport configuration.

flights, and the dark gray areas represent arrival flights. It can be seen that the departure and
arrival routes are located alternately in order to decrease the interaction between routes. Observe
that there are two main conflict zones. One occurs between the arrival flows from the north-west
and the departure flows to the north, the other between the arrival flows from the south-west and
the departure flows to the south. Based on the radar data, 15 principal routes (8 SIDs and 7 STARs)
for jet aircraft are selected from the published Jeppesen charts [36]. These standard routes, as well
as the related waypoints, are also presented in Fig. 17, where the gray segments represent SIDs and
black ones represent STARs.
In order to compute the traffic load on each principal route, an exit TMA window is defined
for each exit point on a SID. Similarly, an entry TMA window is defined for each entry point on
a STAR. The traffic load on each principal route is calculated by summing the number of flights
passing through the corresponding exit or entry window. In Fig. 17, the selected routes are numbered
according to decreasing traffic load. The information on the selected routes, including the threshold
used and traffic load (in percentage) are presented in Table 4.
In our simulation, the design of 15 routes (denoted as γi , i = 1, · · · , 15) is considered. Their
start and end points, as well as traffic loads correspond to that of the 15 selected standard principal
routes. More precisely, in a SID case, the start and end points of γi are the same as that of the
standard route i, while in a STAR case, the end point of γi corresponds to the TMA entry point
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Fig. 17

One day radar data of Paris CDG airport, and principal SIDs and STARs.

(The light gray areas represent the departure flights, and the dark gray ones are the
arrival flights. The gray segments are the SIDs, and the black ones are the STARs.)

Table 4

No.

1

Test 2: traffic load and waypoints of the selected standard routes

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

route type STAR SID

SID STAR SID STAR STAR STAR SID STAR SID SID SID SID STAR

threshold

08L

27R

09R

traffic (%) 12.77 10.82 10.72

27R

08L

26L

26L

27R

09R

26L

8.7

7.44 7.33

7.16

6.97 5.63 5.61

09R 09R 09R 08L

27R

4.9 4.76 3.38 2.33 1.48

on the standard route i, and the start point is the FAF of the corresponding runway threshold. As
described in Sec. II, each route to be designed is associated with a buffer obstacle. The characteristics
of the buffer obstacles are presented in Table 5. It is assumed that the routes using the same runway
use the same buffer obstacle. The TMA of CDG airport is located in a relatively simple geographical
environment, the only area to be avoided is Paris city, for the sake of noise abatement. This area
is modeled as an obstacle. Thus M = 1 in our simulation, and the characteristics of this obstacle
are (x1 , y1 , r1 , z1inf , z1sup ) = (92.43NM, 113.16NM, 5NM, 0, 50000ft). The buffer obstacles as well as
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Table 5

Test 2: runway thresholds and the corresponding buffer obstacles

buffer obstacle
threshold
(xbi , yb i , rbi ) (NM)

(zbiinf , zbisup ) (ft)

tΩb i

09R

(96.07, 124.59, 2)

(0, 50000)

1

08L

(93.29, 117.61, 3)

(0, 50000)

0

27R

(112.55, 129.61, 4.9)

(0, 50000)

0

26L

(115.07, 120.4, 2.5)

(0, 50000)

1

the obstacle representing Paris city are illustrated in Fig. 16b).
Simulation results
Routes are built sequentially according to decreasing order of traffic load. The simulation result
is presented in Fig. 18. The presented results show that two main conflict zones occur in the
simulation. One conflict zone is between departure routes γ9 , γ12 and arrival routes γ4 , γ15 , the
other is between departure routes γ3 , γ5 and arrival route γ6 . This is coherent with our analysis
of the real radar data. For departure routes γ9 , γ12 and arrival routes γ4 , γ15 in the simulation,
route γ4 is the first of the four to be generated, since it has a higher traffic load. Routes γ9 and
γ12 are generated next. In order to avoid the conflict with γ4 , route γ9 is perturbed clockwise
and route γ12 is perturbed counter-clockwise. Route γ15 is the final route to be generated, and is
initially in conflict with both γ12 and γ9 . To avoid γ12 , a level flight is imposed, and to avoid γ9 ,
a counter-clockwise turn is applied. These four routes are illustrated in 3D in Fig. 18c), and the
vertical profile of γ15 is illustrated in Fig. 18d). For departure routes γ3 , γ5 and arrival route γ6 ,
route γ6 is generated after γ3 , γ5 , and a level flight is imposed on γ6 , so as to avoid conflict with
previously generated routes. These three routes are illustrated in 3D in Fig. 18e), and the vertical
profile of γ6 is illustrated in Fig. 18f). The computing time for obtaining the 15 optimal routes is
about 9.8s.
Figure. 18b) represents the comparison between the selected standard routes and our simulation
results in the horizontal plane. The thin curves represent the selected standard SIDs and STARs,
and the thick curves correspond to the optimal routes obtained using the proposed method, where
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a) Illustration in the horizontal plane

b) Comparison with standard routes

c) Illustration of γ4 , γ9 , γ12 and γ15

d) Illustration of γ15 in the vertical plane

e) Illustration of γ3 , γ5 and γ6

f ) Illustration of γ6 in the vertical plane

Fig. 18

Test 2: simulation results.

the dashed sections represent level flights. The total length of the 15 selected standard routes is
1358.26NM, and it is reduced by around 45NM using the proposed B&B-based approach. Except
routes γ9 , γ12 and γ15 , which are perturbed to avoid conflicts, the other routes obtained by the
B&B-based approach are all shorter than the standard routes. This is especially true for the routes
with relatively heavy traffic load, since they have a priority order in the design and therefore the
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generated routes are straight line segments. The length of level flight on γ6 is 25.7NM, longer than
the corresponding level flight on the standard route, which is 20NM (according to [36]). The length
of level flight on γ15 is 30Nm, again longer than the corresponding level flight on the standard route,
which is about 25NM (according to the radar data). On average, CDG airport accommodates a
total of 1300 flights per day (including both departures and arrivals). By using the optimal routes
obtained in our simulation, the total flown distance is reduced by 5889NM (10906km) per day, and
the total length of level flights is increased by 640NM (1185km) per day.
From an economic point of view, this can lead to considerable savings. Consider an A320 aircraft
as an example. The average fuel consumption of one engine in the take-off and landing phases is
about 6kg/km. Thus, the total fuel consumption is reduced by about 131ton per day, leading to
about $65,000 in the reduction of jet fuel costs (assuming a jet fuel price of 61.3$/bbl (497.5$/ton)
[37]). Since the length of level flights is only slightly increased, and the affected traffic load is only
8.8%, the impact of the increase in the total length of level flights on fuel consumption is negligible.
In addition, because aircraft flying on different routes are automatically separated, the workload for
the controllers is reduced. This may lead to a reduction in the expenses related to ground services.
Readers interested by the detailed input data (including the coordinates of the start and end
points, characteristics of the buffer obstacles, and traffic load of each route), or detailed numerical
results (including the initial length of route sections involved in conflicts, the optimal route length,
the length of level flight on each optimal route) of tests 1 and 2, may refer to [38] for more information. More simulation results on the design of a single or multiple routes are presented in
[39].

VI.

Conclusions

In this paper, a decision support methodology is proposed for the design of multiple Standard
Instrument Departure routes (SIDs) and Standard Terminal Arrival Routes (STARs) in a Terminal
Maneuvering Area (TMA) at a strategic level. The objective of the proposed approach is to design
SIDs/STARs that minimize total route length, while taking into account operational and environmental constraints; in particular, obstacle avoidance and route separation constraints. A route is
modeled as a curve formed by segments and arcs in the horizontal plane, associated with a cone
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enveloping all ascent (or descent) aircraft profiles in the vertical plane. Three different ways to avoid
an obstacle are proposed: turning clockwise, turning counter-clockwise, and imposing a level flight
under the obstacle. These maneuvers are compatible with operational requirements and correspond
to what is currently implemented.
The problem is modeled as an Integer Programming optimization problem. To design a single
optimal route, a Branch and Bound (B&B) method is developed, whose branching strategies correspond to the three ways obstacles can be avoided. To design multiple routes, the proposed B&B
method is used to sequentially generate routes, and a route-modification step is introduced to deal
with conflicts between routes. The proposed methodology is first tested on an artificially generated
problem, and then applied to the design of 15 routes in the TMA of Paris Charles-de-Gaulle (CDG)
airport. The routes obtained are continuous and smooth. These routes result in a reduction in total
route length compared with the published standard charts in the case of Paris CDG airport, which
in turn results in a sizable reduction in jet fuel consumption.
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